
The Harare Declaration 2021:

A New Debt Movement to make Africa a Rule Maker not a Rule Taker

Agreed and Adopted 27th August 2021

PREAMBLE

The inaugural African Conference on Debt and Development (AfCoDD) is taking place at a time when
the access of African countries to development finance has been curtailed by the onset of the
global health pandemic. While many developing countries were already classified as facing debt
crises before the pandemic, the nature of this debt has been further complicated by the pandemic, in
a new landscape that poses even greater risks.

In the light of these challenges, there is a need for a ‘New Debt movement’ and new outlook to
issues of domestic resource mobilisation and international development finance mechanisms on the
African continent. This new direction is further justified by the evolving context of covid-19 pandemic
and the unexpected shocks that have exposed the weaknesses of the international financial system
and increased the vulnerabilities of developing countries to unsustainable, low-quality borrowing to
cope with current challenges. In addition, part of Africa's challenges lies in the struggle by the
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neoliberal status quo to preserve itself. This has increased the need for civil society to mobilise,
organise, and re-awaken advocacy on debt and influence policy-makers at country and regional levels
on prudent debt management and equitable investment in public services

The inaugural AfCoDD took place against the backdrop of the Covid-19 global pandemic that will:

i. Lead approximately 39 million Africans into extreme poverty in 2021;
ii. Lead to our youthful generation saddled with the burden of debt accrued today, while

restricting access to future financing to meet infrastructure deficits - an oxymoron to
‘Africa’s youthful population being an engine for structural transformation’.

iii. Lead to governments prioritising debt servicing over the protection of lives and livelihood

In view of the prevailing context,

We the citizens of Africa from all walks of life, background, religion, gender, nationalities, gathered
between 25th to 27th August 2021 at the inaugural African Conference on Debt and Development
(AfCoDD) both virtually and across 9 African Countries, and noted with grave concern the risk of
seeing another debt crisis such as that which unfolded in the late 1980s and 1990s, and the need to
learn from the mistakes made at the time.

We, representatives from civil society, media, academia, development partners, government,
parliamentarian, students, and citizens, who participated in the inaugural AfCoDD, further observe:

1. Access to development finance has been curtailed by the onset of the global health
pandemic. The nature of developing countries’ debt is far more complex than in the past,
with a new landscape that poses greater risks. An increasing share of public debt is now
composed of commercial bonds traded on international capital markets. In recent years, the
official creditor landscape has changed considerably.

2. A broken global financial architecture that profits from debt has been in existence since the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) and Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI)
processes. There has been very little movement to furthering reform of the debt architecture
and its actors such as the credit market behaviour, credit rating agencies, arbitration and
mediation mechanisms for restructuring, safeguarding clauses in debt contracts. This system
has allowed the systematic indebtedness of some countries on the Continent to borrow at
wanton levels with little accountability, alongside the systematic exclusion of many other
countries from grants and concessional finance to invest in their future.

3. An unfair sovereign debt narrative that places greater priority on the fulfilment of
creditors’ interests at the expense of social and environmental justice. Key drivers of this
narrative have included the current frameworks relied upon by the IMF to gauge countries’
debt sustainability coupled by the ratings conducted by private credit rating agencies.
Because of the faults within these frameworks, many debtor countries have been assessed
on their potential to sustain their debts based solely on their ability to pay back their
creditors but without any consideration of the social and environmental tradeoffs they’ve
had to make for them to meet these obligations.

4. The return on investment from Africa’s resources including financial instruments such as
debt, are not yielding the tax revenue mobilisation to spur sustained development as well as
economic and social transformation.
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A majority of the debt financed investments in Africa are either loss making or have long
yielding periods e.g. mega-infrastructures, which in the short term transfer the immediate
fiscal pressures on the narrow tax base prevalent on the continent.

5. The current debt and financial architecture are currently not working for Africa and her
citizens. More specifically, the current architecture entrenches patriarchal tendencies that
result in deepening inequality and marginalisation of women, thus disproportionately
exposing them to the vagaries of economic and social crises as the global pandemic has
shown.

6. The African youth bulge as an engine for the continent’s structural transformation agenda is
at risk of being a missed opportunity due to being saddled with debt accumulated today,
while potentially being locked out of accessing finance that is desperately needed to invest
in their future - especially grant and concessional finance for infrastructure deficits,
stimulating regional value chains, jobs in manufacturing and more. The youth further will
bear the brunt not only of the burden of a mortgaged future, but also that of an overtaxed
group in order to pay this debt burden.

7. Africa’s DRM efforts are hindered by an economic and financial architecture that promotes
profit shifting, aggressive corporate tax planning behaviour, overly generous tax incentives
and illicit financial flows. The current architecture has thus failed to deal with these pervasive
behaviours which leads to a perpetual cycle of tax revenue shortfalls, deficient investment in
economic growth and job creation compounded by debt accumulation. DRM is essential for
Africa to break this cycle of unsustainable debt burden which more often than not is
transferred to citizens in the form of regressive taxes, opaqueness, corruption and limited
accountability.

8. Africa’s interaction and participation in the global economy is affected by its partners
through their financing arrangements. International public finance (IPF) has typically focused
on the official development assistance (ODA) which is traditionally rooted in the colonial,
post-colonial, and neo-colonial relationship between the global north and global south. This
interaction has, for decades, been skewed towards entrenching Africa’s dependency on
former colonial powers. And while financial instruments have evolved, so too has the
political economy dimensions thus giving rise to donor sponsored capitalism at the expense
of public good investments and strengthening of the social contract.

9. The IPF ecosystem is supposed to complement the finance menu for Africa’s structural
transformation agenda, however, the political interests driving the continent’s interaction in
this ecosystem is resulting in a major source of indebtedness. It has become part of a new
wave of extractive development finance in the African context, for example the use and
proliferation of Resource Backed Loans that collateralise natural resources for debt finance.

In view of the observations, we the participants and partners during the inaugural AfCoDD note with
serious concern:

1. The current debt relief, restructuring, and reprofiling initiatives do not go far enough to
address the structural and systemic issues of the global debt architecture amongst them
(i) Transparency, Governance, and Accountability on debt contraction;
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(ii) meaningful participation of citizens and all stakeholders in the debt contraction at the
national level; and (iii) weak public finance management practices that make debt
susceptible to misuse.

2. The current debt relief measures in place remain inadequate to address both the immediate
fiscal needs of developing countries both low and middle income; and the long-term
structural reform of the global debt architecture given the evolution of the creditor
landscape and the proliferation of debt instruments. The current initiatives are further
undermined by the lack of full participation of ALL creditors, that is, International Financial
Institutions and Commercial and Private Creditors.

3. The lack of commitment of the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) and the commercial
and private creditors to fully commit to being part of a sustainable solution to the debt crisis
will prolong the depth of the prevailing crisis and further protract the recovery period of the
continent.

4. The global decision-making power structure still remains unbalanced with a minority making
the rules for the majority. This power imbalance truly is about building BACK better i.e.
building back where inequality remains; building back where developing countries remain
voiceless in global policy development; building back to entrench neo-liberal and
neo-colonial power structures that perpetuate dependency, poverty, and the profiteering
from the crisis.

5. Without taking bold steps to resolve the debt crisis alongside the debt deficit, the African
Union’s Agenda 2063, including industrialisation and increased intra-African trade can not
be achieved.

We therefore present to this inaugural African Conference on Debt and Development for adoption
the Harare Declaration that:

1. Prioritises to push at the national, continental, and global levels for reforming of the

global debt architecture in a manner that equalises the loan contraction processes -

including reform of debt sustainability frameworks and credit ratings assessment.

The establishment of an African Accountability Mechanism will act as the foundation

for enhanced transparency, accountability, and governance of Africa’s debt

architecture.”

2. African Governments lead in developing a common African position and consensus on
sovereign debt that definitively seeks to overcome once and for all the distressed nature of
the sovereign debt, especially because it has procured and justified by a neo-liberal
consensus inconsistent with the interests of African citizens. We urge the African
Governments to consider measures such as debt cancellation seriously and, if necessary
collective default as part of this new African position and consensus on African sovereign
debt, while accelerating the building of new regional institutions such as the African
Monetary Fund, an African Development Bank and an African Investment Bank - to
increase African financial independence.
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3. Urges Governments to work with their National Legislatures to strengthen national legal
frameworks to ensure transparency and accountability for sovereign debts negotiations,
borrowing and management as espoused in the African Borrowing Charter.
Urge the African Union to strengthen collective learning and coordination around debt
negotiation outcomes, including on interest rates, grace periods, and environmental,
labour and other clauses that affect African lives.

4. Adopts as part of alternative approaches, a feminist lens to macroeconomic research,
analysis, and policy formulation; an African derived and led green recovery that is in tandem
with the African Union’s Agenda 2063; the rescuing of money as a medium for social
exchange and not that of indebtedness

5. Reclaims back the social contract that embodies the relationship between the citizen and the
state, and where power lies with the people as rights holders and accountability becomes
the responsibility of the state as the duty bearer

6. Endorses the conference clarion call for Africa to be a Rule Maker and not a Rule Taker

Endorsed by:

1. 21st Century Community Empowerment for Youth and Women Initiative,Nigeria
2. Africa Network for Environment and Economic Justice(ANEEJ)
3. Budget Advocacy Network, Sierra Leone.
4. Civil Society SDGs Campaign GCAP, Zambia.
5. Community empowerment for transformation action -west nile (CEFTRA-WN ) ,Uganda.
6. East African Tax and Governance Network (EATGN)
7. Equality Rights Africa Organisation
8. Fundación Alternativas,Spain.
9. Jamaa Resource Initiatives, Kenya.
10. Jubilee Debt Campaign ,UK.
11. Nawi - Afrifem Macroeconomics Collective
12. Oxfam Pan Africa Programme
13. PAWA 254 /Initiative Kenya
14. PolicyHouse international
15. Southern and Eastern Africa Trade Information and Negotiations Institute (SEATINI)
16. Tanzania Coalition on Debt and Development (TCDD)
17. Watoto Vision on Africa (WVA), Rwanda.
18. Zimbabwe Coalition on Debt and Development (ZIMCODD)
19. Center for Economic Policy and Priorities (CIPP) Rwanda
20. Okoa Uchumi Campaign
21. ONE Africa
22. The Consumer Unity and Trust Society  (CUTS) Lusaka
23. The Institute for Social Accountability (TISA)
24. The Stop the Bleeding Campaign
25. Uganda Debt Network
26. Youth for Tax Justice Network (YTJN)
27. Tryphine - Zimbabwe.
28. Clemence Tauya Nhliziyo , Zimbabwe.
29. Johnstone Wangai - Radio Pamoja,Kenya.
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30. Abu Bakarr Kamara - Budget Advocacy Network,Sierra Leone.
31. Alex Muyebe - JCTR , Zambia.
32. Aloysious Kittengo - SEATINI,Uganda
33. Alvin Mosioma - Tax Justice Network Africa ,Kenya.
34. Amadou Tidiane Barry - Action mines, Guinée.
35. Amb Ruth Ukeme - Reachout and smile initiative for social empowerment-,Nigeria.
36. Annah Mushunje - AFRODAD,Zimbabwe.
37. Appolinaire Nishirimbere - Initiative Citoyenne pour l'Environnement et le Développement

Durable(ICED), Burundi.
38. Asajile Mwakyusa - Research Voice Tanzania,Tanzania.
39. Atel Ongee Paito - The Center for Budget and Policy Accountability (CBPA) ,South Sudan.
40. Beain Jareth - Croset,Chad.
41. Blandina Zammimba - Ladies in Tertiary Education,Malawi.
42. Boyd Muleya - Centre for Trade Policy and Development  (CTPD, Zambia.
43. Brenda Nasanga -  Africa Freedom of Information Centre , Uganda.
44. Buba Khan - ActionAid International, Gambia.
45. Chioneso Samantha Kanoyangwa - ZIMCODD ,Zimbabwe.
46. Darlington - ZIMCODD, Zimbabwe.
47. David Mandi-- Student, Kenya.
48. Dominee B. Ndlovu -DBN AND COMPANY (PTY) LTD , South Africa.
49. Dr Khanyisile Litchfield- Tshabalala, APNIFFT ,South Africa.
50. Eddy Otieno Ochola, Kenya.
51. Edson Mukaro - EFZ, Zimbabwe.
52. Edward K Brown - African Center for Economic Transformation, Ghana.
53. Esmeralda Chiyaka Direito - Sindicato de jornalistas ANGOLANOS RÁDIO ECCLESIA,Luanda.
54. Felogene Anumo - Thousand Currents ,Kenya.
55. Fredrick Njehu - Christian Aid,Kenya.
56. Gabriel Manguele - Center for Democracy and Development (CDD MOZ) ,Mozambique.
57. Gladys Madara - Trust Africa,Zimbabwe.
58. Godfrey Kabera, Rwanda.
59. Grace Hara - National Initiative for Civic Education,Malawi.
60. Haika Adoncome Mcharo - Tanzania Coalition on Debt and Development (TCDD),Tanzania.
61. Hebron Mwakagenda - Tanzania coalition on debt and development, Tanzania.
62. Hope Jaricha - Chiedza Child Care Centre, Zimbabwe.
63. Isabel Ortiz - Global Social Justice, Switzerland.
64. Ivan Ssenyonjo - Nation Media , Uganda.
65. Jane Mwabulambo- TCDD, Tanzania.
66. Jennifer Lipenga - For Equality, Malawi.
67. John Oduk - Southridge Analytica , Kenya.
68. Jokoniah Mawopa - ZCTU-FFAWUZ, Zimbabwe.
69. Joyce Owino Ochieng - Kenya.
70. Kabore  Zoewendebem Elie - Publiez ce que Vous payez , Burkina Faso.
71. Kamal Ramburuth - Institute for Economic Justice, South Africa.
72. Keiso Ruth Mohloboli - Kingdom Digital News , Lesotho.
73. Keith Mushininga - Efmade Solutions, Zimbabwe.
74. Kidani - CHDI ,Tanzania.
75. Kirsten Nicolas Nzungu, Burundi.
76. Kondwani Mwendo - Change 4 us, Malawi.
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77. Kristine Yakhama - Good Health Community Programmes, Kenya.
78. Lauren Johnston - New South Economics , Germany.
79. Leonard Mabasa- Buhera Residents Network Trust, Zimbabwe.
80. Leonard Wanyama - EATGN ,Kenya.
81. Lorraine chiponda - Africa coal network, Zimbabwe.
82. Luyanda Ngundze - Urban Econ, South Africa.
83. Mahendranath Busgopaul - Halley Movement , Mauritius.
84. Mainimo Etienne Mengnjo - The Post Newspaper, Cameroon.
85. Mame Abdou Gaye CASSET - Emedia  Invest Group , Senegal.
86. Manuel Pembele Mfulutoma - AJUDECA , Angola.
87. Marie-Louise Aren, Nigeria.
88. Martin Tsounkeu - Africa Development Interchange Network (ADIN), Cameroon.
89. Mercy Khalayi - Volunteer, Kenya.
90. Michael Cronin - International Federation of Social Workers, USA.
91. Micheal Fredrick Ssenoga - Action Aid International, Uganda.
92. Morgan Tatsvareyi - Zimbabwean Students for Liberty ,  Zimbabwe.
93. Mwaka Nyimbili - Centre for Trade Policy and Development, Zambia.
94. Nancy Abisai - EAC, Kenya
95. Nater Akpen - Benue State University, Nigeria.
96. Ndirangu Ngunjiri - Watermark Consultants, Kenya.
97. Ndongo Mané Kebe - LAREM/FASEG/UCAD, Senegal.
98. Nelly Mwende,  Kenya.
99. Nbarashe Hunzwi- SEJA, Zimbabwe.
100. Tafadzwa Chikumbu- Transparency International Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe.
101. Taurai Admorah Chiraerae - Zimbabwe.
102. Tinashe Roson Mujuguna Ndungú - African Economic Research Consortium, Kenya.
103. Noël Konan - Journaliste Free-Lance,Côte d'Ivoire.
104. Patrick Kamotho - East Africa Climate Change Network, Kenya.
105. Paula Monjane - Civil Society Capacity Building Center, Mozambique.
106. Pier Ferdinando Cinotto - Peking University ,Italy.
107. Rachel Jambo - Zimbabwe.
108. Rama Omonya - Oxfam, Uganda.
109. Rangarirai- PALU, Tanzania.
110. Richard Kamidza - RRR Research Consultancy Services,South Africa.
111. Rutendo Shoko - Zimbabwe.
112. Saied Tafida - Transparency in Totality - FollowTaxes,Nigeria.
113. Sewagegnehu Dagne Taye - Pragma Investment Advisory,Ethiopia.
114. Sheryl Tendai Chigwedere - ZIMCODD,Zimbabwe .
115. Shila Salim -  Youth for sustainable development, Kenya.
116. Shirleen Regina Olalo - Kenya.
117. Simzama - Manica Youth Assembly, Zimbabwe.
118. Tirivangani Mutazu - AFRODAD, Zimbabwe.
119. Tsaurai Kambunda - Oxfam Southern Africa, Zimbabwe.
120. Tumwebaze Patrick - Uganda Debt Network,Uganda.
121. Willings Miriri- Willy Business Solution  PVT, Zimbabwe.
122. Willson Chivhanga - Art and Global Health Center Africa, Malawi
123. Yenwo Vanisa Nozienwo- Cameroon.
124. Youngerson Matete  - Project Vote 263 & Zimcodd (Seja), Zimbabwe .
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125. Zegui  Alida  Sephora - RTI, Côte d’Ivoire.
126.
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